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Policy Research

Economists, data scientists and 
researchers with diverse backgrounds who 
try to study the impact of Uber’s products 
on cities, riders, drivers and other 
stakeholders
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Mobility Research 
- Focus on understanding how ridesharing fits 

into the wider mobility landscape 
- Impact on cities
- Impact on riders
- Interaction with existing public 

infrastructure/utilities
- Interaction with built environment

- How:
- Maps & visualization to establish ground 

truth
- Research and data deep dives
- Third party collaboration

- With consultants
- Academics





Data deep dive



External collaborations



Does Uber compete or 
complement with public transport?







- Ridership levels, for both Uber and transit, depend on multiple different factors 
such as

- Service level 
- Service quality
- Employment levels 
- Population levels 
- Network design etc.

- This makes it difficult to establish a causal relationship between ridesharing 
and public transport

- Moreover these factors change based on service provider, city, region etc.
- This means the relationship changes market to market

Why is it hard to establish a 
relationship here? 



One friend… Natural experiments

- Establish a relationship by 
looking at the impact of 
changes to transit service

- Helps control for 
exogenous factors that 
impact ridership



In London

- In 2016, the Night Tube - a 
new service on the London 
Underground was started

- It served passengers 
travelling between 
12.30am and 5.30am on 
weekends along the 
Central and Victoria lines.

- With weekday nights as 
control this served as the 
perfect natural experiment



In London...



In London...



In Los Angeles

- 6 new stations were added 
to the Gold line serving the 
San Gabriel Valley suburbs

- 7 new stations were added 
to the Expo line which 
traverses the relatively 
high-density (and heavily 
congested) Downtown LA-
Santa Monica Corridor



In Los Angeles...



In Los Angeles...



So, the jury is still out...

Externally... 

Intercept surveys

Based on intercept surveys X% of trips would 
have happened on Public transit



Hypothesis

Uber competes with transit when 
transit service is poor and 
complements otherwise 



Upcoming research

Research with University of 
Toronto

Diff in diff approach to study the 
impact of 80 rail systems that 
opened new stations on Uber 
usage patterns

Research with TU Delft

A study that overlays Uber trip data and 
public transit data to study where, when 
and why the two services compete and 
complement each other

Research UIUC in Cairo

Looking at the impact of cheaper 
transportation on mobility 
outcomes in Cairo, Egypt



Public 
Transport in 
the Uber app  
Integration of public 
transport
First steps to integrate 
public transportation into 
the Uber App earlier this 
year.

Live in Denver, London, 
Paris, Boston, Chicago, 
Sydney, SF, and Mexico 
City.





How does a multimodal platform impact 
rider behavior? What are the policy 
implications? 



Suite of options

- Multiple different 
transportation options at 
your fingertips

- Seamless and frictionless 
switching between these 
modes 



Questions we are thinking about

- How do riders choose between different modes?
- What happens to overall engagement
- How much do the different products interact with each other?
- To what extent is there cannibalization?
- How do the above change based on location and time of day? 



Early study of JUMP in San 
Francisco… Usage trends



Early study of JUMP in San 
Francisco… Interaction



Early study of JUMP in San 
Francisco… Inclement weather



Challenges in this research area

- Very early days
- Seasonality
- Limited data
- Regulatory issues (supply caps)
- Pricing changes
- Setting up experiment design 



Other areas of interest: 
● Public transportation

● Multimodality

● Congestion

● Environment and sustainability

● Car usage and ownership

● Infrastructure / built environment

● Public tools and products

● Underserved areas

● Transportation equity

● Seniors and health

● Safety



Thank you!
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